Abstract-Controlled intersymbol interference may be used to design bandwidth efficient coded modulation schemes. The performance of the optimum receiver depends only on the free distance of the code and is independent of its phase. Large reductions in receiver complexity are obtained by using reduced search detection techniques like the MAlgorithm (MA). However, we show that MA detector performance depends critically on phase, and is characterized by the partial energy of the encoder or channel. The minimum phase encoder needs by far the least detector searching. We propose modifications to the receiver, so that the reduced search can operate on all nonminimum phase channels at this same low complexity.
or may represent a sampled version of the continuous channel when the symbol rate is faster than twice the bandwidth of h(t) [l] .
IS1 may be present from spectral shaping at the transmitter andor the distortion in the physical channel. Alternately, the channel taps in (1) may be used for generating bandwidth efficient linear partial response signals, and the IS1 may be viewed as convolutional coding over the field of real numbers. We will henceforth take these two cases, channel distortion and intentional encoding, as synonymous and both modeled as Fig. 1 . If the channel is fixed, the above discretetime model may be used to construct a trellis. Maximum-likelihood (ML) sequence detection may be performed by searching this trellis with the Viterbi algorithm (VA) using a Euclidean distance metric [5] , [9] . At large signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), the probability of an Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9448(97)00163-6.
error event for the VA detector is given by
P, M KQ (Js")
where K is a constant, cifree is the normalized free distance of the IS1 "code," and E~/ N o is the SNR per bit [SI. Therefore, the asymptotic error performance is characterized by the free distance which in tum depends on the autocorrelation function of the channel and only indirectly on the specific impulse response. The bandwidth also depends on the autocorrelation function and in general can be made narrower as the response memory grows. It becomes difficult to implement the VA receiver when the channel impulse response is long since VA complexity grows exponentially with the length of the channel impulse response. In the past, reasonable detector complexity implied short-length IS1 and as a result, significant reductions in bandwidth were not achieved. A number of reduced search techniques [l] such as the MAlgorithm (MA) have been developed to achieve near-ML performance at a fraction of the complexity of the optimum receiver. These techniques have recently motivated the design of bandwidth-efficient linear coded modulation schemes which involve merely the use of linear filters [lo] , [12], schemes that are as good or better than competing coded-modulation methods, when complexity, distance and bandwidth are all considered.
Optimum linear coded-modulation schemes can be designed by constraining the free distance and minimizing the bandwidth or by constraining the bandwidth and maximizing the free distance. The solution to the optimization is an equivalence class of channels which have identical free distance and spectra but different phase. Often, due to multipath phenomena in applications like mobile radio, the bulk of the channel response arrives later in time and the physical channel is nonminimum phase. The performance of the VA depends only on the channel (encoder) autocorrelation and is independent of channel phase, but the same is decidedly untrue for reduced search decoders. The purpose of this work is to characterize the effect of encoder phase on reduced search decoding complexity and to propose methods that maintain low detector complexity regardless of the particular phase con&tion.
Beginning in Section 11, we briefly describe the distinguishing characteristics of channels that have identical spectra and free distance but different phase. In Section HI, we present MA detector simulation results for some representative channels and demonstrate that the complexity of the detector depends critically on the channel phase. The complexity required by the detector to achieve near MLSE performance is characterized by the partial energy, defined in Section 111. In Section IV, based on channel and receiver modeling, we propose changes in the receiver to maintain low reduced search detector complexity.
ENCODER PHASE CHARACTERIZATION
In terms of z-transforms, every nonminimum phase channel has a canonical representation given by where H,;,(z) is minimum phase (i.e., all its zeros lie within the unit circle (zI < 1) and H B P ( z ) is an all-pass system function. Therefore (4) and there is an entire equivalence class of channels that have the same autocorrelation and spectrum as the minimum phase channel but different phase Characteristics. The autocorrelation . * . ,g-1, go, 91, . . In the case of binary convolutional codes, it is widely believed that a good computational performance for sequential decoding requires rapid growth of column distances. In this context, the first m + 1 column distances are referred to as the distance profile [6] (6) in which a k c { k l / f i } , then in the absence of noise we receive a sequence v = (vo,w1,w2;..) 
2=0
The jth value of the column distance function is defined as the minimum Euclidean distance between two sequences (vO, u1 , . -, w3j which differ in the first symbol ao. The j t h value is given by where a and a' differ at least in the first symbol. Since we can write e, = a, -a:, we have (9) where e,€{ -a, 0, a}. The normalized squared column distances may be computed using a brute-force or dynamic programming approach. The function is nondecreasing with j and
The distance profile is the ( m + 1)-tuple
This differs for channels that have identical spectra but different phases.
Another feature that distinguishes channels that have identical spectra but different phase is the partial energy given by n The total energy is m k=O since the channel is normalized to unit energy. It can be shown that if E,,, [ n ) and E,,, ( n ) represent the partial energies of the minimum and maximum phase channels having the same magnitude frequency response as the channel { h k } , then (14) This is known as the minimum energy delay property of the mnimum phase channel [7] , [ 3 ] .
Besides distance profile and partial energy, the other distinguishing features of channels having identical spectra are phase lag and group delay. In the next section, we show by tests of decoders that the complexity required by the MA detector in order to attain near-MLSE performance is closely characterized by the partial energy of the channel.
DETECTOR SIMULATION RESULTS
The M-Algorithm (MA) is a breadth-first limited tree search scheme that retains only a fixed number (A&) of paths for extension at each tree level. It has been used successfully in decoding binary convolutional codes, continuous phase modulation (CPM) signals and linear partial response signals [l] , [SI. We assume that the MA uses the same metric as the VA, i.e., Euclidean distance. Assuming binary data symbols, the decoder extends A4 paths at level L of the tree to 2M paths at level L + 1. Of these, the M paths that have the least cumulative distance from the received sequence are retained for extension.
Channel phase effects were determined by performing MA detector tests on different channels with the same autoconelation. The channel classes used in the simulations were obtained from Said 1111. They were designed by constraining the bandwidth and maximizing the free distance, and therefore, in terms of asymptotic error performance they represent the best codes for linear partial response coded modulation at a given memory. The channel classes considered here are specified by the normalized 99% bandwidth (NBW) given by
where W is the bandwidth where 99% of the channel energy is contained and T is a symbol interval. On this scale, the minimum normalized Nyquist bandwidth for memoryless transmission is 0.5. The channel classes have a free distance loss given by
The benchmark here is binary antipodal signaling without ISI, a scheme with FDL = 0 dB. The results for one representative 10-tap channel class having one real zero and four pairs of complex conjugate zeros are now described in detail. These results are typical of those with other encoders that are distancehandwidth optimal for a given memory.
For the example decoder, the minimum phase channel, maximum phase channel, and four mixed phase channels belonging to this class were chosen for performing MA tests. The complexity of the MA detector was measured in terms of the minimum number of paths needed by the detector at each tree level, in order to achieve near-MLSE performance. This is our measure of the storage and computational requirements of the detector. In Fig. 2 , we have plotted the bit error rate (BER) and error event rate (EER) of the MA detector for the minimum phase 10-tap channel in Table 1 . The reduced search decoder requires just M = 4 paths at each tree level in order to achieve VA performance. For this particular case, the VA has to search a trellis with 512 states. The partial energy curves of the six channels from the 10-tap class are plotted in Fig. 3 and the corresponding distance profiles are plotted in Fig. 4 . MA simulations were carried out for all these channels and the complexity required by each of these channels is summarized in Table I Distance profile of selected channels of an optimum 10-tap channel while the maximum phase channel (f) needs the highest complexity (A4 = 128 paths). Channels (d) and (e) require the same complexity ( M = 32 paths) and channel (b) requires almost the same complexity as the minimum phase channel. A brief examination of these results along with the corresponding partial energy characteristics and distance profile shows a strict pattem. As indicated by the bound (14), the minimum phase channel has the highest partial energy curve in the class and the maximum phase channel has the lowest partial energy. The minimum phase channel also requires the least detector complexity while the maximum phase channel requires the most complexity. To highlight the differences between the different partial energy curves of a channel class, we define a quantity called the relative partial energy R(n) given by
(17)
Z=O From (14) and (17), we immediately see that R(n) is nonnegative, nondecreasing, and the relative partial energy of the maximum phase is 0. Sometimes, the partial energy curves of nonminimum phase channels cross each other and the superiority of any one partial energy curve over another is not immediately obvious. The relative partial energy is useful in such cases, since it represents the accumulated difference of partial energy between any channel and the maximum phase channel of its equivalence class. A significantly higher value fos R(m), where m is the channel memory, has reliably indicated a lower complexity in our decoder tests.
The relative partial energy characteristics for channels (U)-@) are plotted in Fig. 5 . Channel (cj has a better partial energy characteristic than channels (dj and (e), despite the fact that the distance profiles of the three are nearly identical, and ( c ) in fact requires a lower complexity than (d) or (e). Channels that have similar partial energy curves here tum out to require the same complexity, and a channel with an inferior partial energy curve requires a more complex detector to attain the same error performance. We found no clear relation between the detector performance and other factors such as group delay and phase lag.
A superior partial energy curve and distance profile both indicate a lower MA detector complexity, but in some cases, we see that distance profile is not as accurate an indicator ,as partial energy. The partial energy indicates the energy buildup for each received symbol at the front end of the decoder, whereas the distance profile indicates, at each trellis level, the proximity of incorrect trellis paths to the correct path. In some cases, the minimum column-distancecausing en-or sequences may be improbable and the column distance would not be a proper indicator of performance. The required detector complexity for the minimum phase channel differs for different bandwidths but is generally very low. Similar channel phase effects were also observed in the case of randomly selected IS1 channels (i.e., not just optimum linear-coded modulation) [3] .
Since decoder complexity is so closely related to partial energy, it is of interest to see how many partial energies there are. Fig. 6 shows plots of the hundreds of partial energy curves that exist for encoders in the IO-tap optimal code classes at bandwidths 0.12, 0.16, 0.28, and 0.36. (Note that NBW = 0.12 is the narrowest 99% bandwidth obtainable with 10 taps). The striking fact about these pictures is that the partial energies fall into just a few groups. The reason for this is as follows. In the case of narrowband optimum linear parlial response signals, the reduction of bandwidth i s achieved by placing some of the zeros of N ( z ) close to the unit circle boundary [lo] .
The reflection of these zeros to their reciprocal conjugate positions outside the unit circle does not cause any appreciable change in the partial energy. Therefore, the partial energy curves generated by these reflections are almost identical. MA receiver tests show that the detector performance is similar for all channels in a group, and significant change occurs only as we move to another group of channels in the partial energy picture. We have analyzed many channels (i.e., sets of { h k } ) and all show a similar coalescing of partial energy curves into tight groups [3] . The number of partial energy groups varies from one to eight, and is always a power of 2; the power is the number of conjugate zero pairs that lie significantly away from the unit circle.
IV. MODEL-BASED RECEIVER MODIFICATION
In Section 111, we have seen that minimum phase channels need the lowest MA detector complexity and significant complexity growth occurs for noninhimum phase channels. In some cases, the complexity required is as large as that of the VA. In this section, we consider receiver modifications based on two different discrete-time channel model realizations. First, we review the realizations.
A. Whitened Matched Filter (WMF) Revisited
The WMF receiver model [5] for continuous-time IS1 channels is shown in Fig. 7 . The samples at the output of the matched filter are given by
where { a h } represents the data symbols, nk represent a colored noise variate, and
is the sampled autoconelation function of h(t). The z-transform of {gk} may be factored as
where F*(z-') has all its roots within the unit circle and F ( z ) has all its roots outside the unit circle. When this occurs, the filter l / F * ( z -l ) forms a physically realizable, stable filter which .
------------------------------I
MAXIMUM PHASE CHANNEL Fig. 8 . Nonminimum phase channel is cascaded with an all-pass pre-filter to make the equivalent channel maximum phase.
decorrelates the noise variates at its input. The resulting sequence at the output of the whitening filter is where n k represents a white-noise variate and {fk} denotes an equivalent maximum phase discrete-time channel. Note that the analog matched filter in the WMF receiver is matched to the response h(t), which may change.
B. Narrowband Basic Receiver
We consider the case where the reduced search detector operates directly on the output of a narrowband physical channel h(t) and finds the transmitted signal that lies closest in Euclidean distance to the received signal r (t). Represent h(t) by a superposition of orthogonal We now propose a method of all-pass filtering prior to sequence detection so that the MA can always operate under minimum phase conditions. The idea of a pre-filter to reduce complexity is not new and was first used by Falconer and Magee [4] for channel memory truncation. They proposed the design of an adaptive linear FIR pre-filter based on a minimum mean-square criterion to achieve a shortened impulse response, so that the VA complexity is reduced.
Since we are working with a reduced search technique, the objective here is not to reduce the channel memory but to change the channel phase. The block diagram of the system with pre-filter is shown in Fig. 8 . It is not practical to convert a nonminimum phase channel to a minimum phase channel by using an all-pass filter since the filter will be unstable. However, it can always be converted to a maximum phase channel by a stable all-pass. The all-pass filter cancels a zero inside the unit circle by means of a pole and places a zero at the corresponding reciprocal conjugate position outside the unit circle. If this process is repeated for every zero of H ( z ) which lies inside the unit circle, the resulting channel model will be maximum phase. If H ( z ) has zeros pl, p 2 , * . , P K lying inside the unit circle, then
Hmav(z) = H ( z ) A ( z )
where A ( z ) is the required all-pass system function given by
The advantage of using an all-pass pre-filter is that the noise variates at its output remain white and the detector can still use the Euclidean distance metric.
C. Backward Decoding
The WMF model always results in a maximum phase channel. If the basic receiver model of Section IV-B is used, the channel is either minimum phase to begin with or can be converted to a maximum phase channel by an all-pass pre-filter. Therefore, the problem is reduced to handling just two possibilities, minimum or maximum phase. If the channel is minimum phase, the MA complexity is a small fraction of that required by the VA. If the channel is maximum phase, we decode it backward, since the time reversal of a maximum phase sequence provides a minimum phase sequence [7] which can be detected with low complexity. A block diagram of the modified receiver is shown in Fig. 9 . The time reversal concept has been successfully applied to decision feedback equalizers in [2] . Each received block of N symbols is stored in a buffer of size N . When the buffer is filled to capacity, the symbols may be shifted out sequentially into the MA decoder in reverse order relative to the incoming symbols. Prior to reversal, the received symbols are given by (22) Many system implementations that transmit data in frames or blocks already have buffers built into the system, and thus already have a delay equal to this frame length. The decoding delay of the backward decoder is this length plus whatever time is needed to complete the decoder calculations. This could conceivably require another frame length, for a total of two frames delay. The search complexity is reduced tremendously because the effective channel seen by the detector is always minimum phase. Backward decoding is not necessary for every nonminimum phase channel, only those that have partial energy curves lying relatively close to that of the maximum phase channel. This procedure may be used whenever the relative partial energy R(m) falls below a threshold /3. The threshold would determine the tradeoff between delay and complexity in the detector.
v. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have given evidence that with optimum linear partial response signaling and other IS1 channels, MA performance depends critically on the phase of the channel. An accurate predictor of complexity is the partial energy. In the case of linear coded modulation, only a few distinct partial energies exist for a given IS1 autocorrelation.
The minimum phase channel needs the lowest MA detector complexity and the maximum phase channel the most, in order to achieve near-ML performance. Therefore, it is important in reduced-search decoding to select the minimum phase encoder of any autocorrelation class, if it is within OUT power to do so.
The equivalent discrete-time channel model for the WMF receiver is always maximum phase. In the case of our narrowband basic receiver, the model, like the channel, has various phases. If the model is nonminimum phase and has relative partial energy R(m) lying below a threshold, an all-pass pre-filter may be used to convert the channel to a maximum phase model. In either case, the MA detector then operates on time-reversed blocks of received samples. At the cost of a potential double decoding delay, this technique effectively makes the channel minimum phase, leading to a tremendous reduction in reduced-search detector complexity and a coding system that competes very strongly with other alternatives.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the most common detection problem, the observations consist of a sequence of independent and identically distributed (iid.) random variables x = {XI!. . . , Xn}. In the two-hypothesis detection problem, the probability densities P X J N~ (%/HI) and P X I H~ (Z I Hz) characterize the observations under hypotheses NI and Nz, which have apriori probabilities T I and 7r2, respectively. Let Ckj be the cost of making a decision Hk when in fact H I is true, and indicates the probability of making such a decision. The cost does not depend
